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PRESIDENT PUTIN ORDERS HIS MIN OF DEFENSE TO PREPARE NUCLEAR
WEAPON
A TV ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON D-4 OF WAR

Paris, Washington DC, 27.02.2022, 21:30 Time

USPA NEWS - Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered his nuclear forces on high alert today Sunday 27 February, as he addressed
the nation in a broadcast video. This happened, the 4th day of war in Ukraine. The Russian leader justified his decision to threat over
the Nuclear weapon, by the Western sanctions against Russia and said “The top officials of the leading NATO countries allow
aggressive statements against our country”. He has already mentioned the Nuclear power, during the press conference, held in
Kremlin during the visit of French President Macron, on 7th February when he emphasised that he « has the power to use weapons of
mass destruction », showing the world, how far he could be going, while the diplomatic talks, were still ongoing, with the Western
leaders. In a joint statement, the White House said the group of world powers were "resolved to continue imposing costs on Russia
that will further isolate Russia from the international financial system and our economies."
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“Therefore, I order the Minister of Defense and the Chief of the General Staff to transfer the deterrence forces of the Russian army to a
special mode of combat duty.” Today’s announcement, delivered by President Putin himself as he addressing his top military
commanders, Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu and the chief of the general staff of the Russian military, Valery Gerasimov, is to be
taken very seriously. This decision is reaching a turning point of the war in Ukraine, that started last Thursday…and speed up the
process, to perhaps the beginning of the end of it, or at least the way to the negotiations, with his Ukrainian adversary President
Zelensky.

Today, President Putin expressed bitterly his insatisfaction over the recent West’s sanctions, targeting oligarchs, the Russian Banks,
(SWIFT Interbank System Ban, for Russian Banks, and free of Russian Central Bank), Russian Medias (RT and Sputnik news, to be
banned of broadcasting from European Territory) but also himself . The action/ reaction effect emerged as soon as these collective
sanctions by the U.S, E.U, Japan, Canada, UK, have been announced and to be implemented right away, but also the unveil by
Germany and European Countries to speed u sending heavy weapons to Ukraine, and military assistance, “The top officials of the
leading NATO countries allow aggressive statements against our country,”. In fact, the sanctions, agreed with the United States,
France, Canada, Italy, Great Britain and the European Commission also include limiting the ability of Russia's central bank to support
the rouble. EU airspace closed to Russians. “We are closing EU airspace to Russian-owned, Russian-registered or Russian-controlled
aircraft. They will not be able to land, take off or fly over EU territory”, declared Ursula Von der Leyen this Sunday, specifying that the
measure also concerns “private jets of the oligarchs”. The not but not the least announcement by the EU leaders, Ursula Von Der Lyen
Chief fo European Commission and Josep Borell Foreign Affairs Ministry of EU, who unveiled in a joint statement, a one of a kind
measure, for the European Union in its history. The 27 Member States will be enabled by the EU, an emergency funding line “to
provide Ukrainian forces with lethal weapons, as well as fuel, protective equipment and medical supplies”, ending the “taboo wanting
that the Union does not supply arms to belligerents”. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------In Ukraine,
the battle that began last Thursday 24 February, in many cities of Ukraine, has not only cause sever loss and human lives, led more
than 368 000 civilians fleeing form Ukraine to Poland, but on the other hand, Ukrainian people took their destiny into their own hands,
by resisting with the limited means at hand, for the bravest facing the armed Russian military front, and for others by taking refuge in
improvised bunkers, in underground metros, or fleeing towards the « West » i.e, European Union border countries.
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In Ukraine, the battle that began last Thursday 24 February, in many cities of Ukraine, has not only cause sever loss and human lives,
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President Zelensky, agreed to held talks with his counterpart Putin, but can’t negotiate in Belarus, which Russia is currently using to
attack it. He added that Warsaw, and Baku as acceptable venues. “Warsaw, Istanbul, Baku – we offered Russia to hold talks in these
cities, or any other city where missiles aren’t being launched at Ukraine,” he says. At the same time, and while the two leaders spoke
about negotiation, there is no sign of Cease fire, so far. Yet, Kiev is still the battlefield at the heart of the war in the town, in the Russian
process of broaden Ukraine attack. On the other hand, President Zelensky Ukraine said they had repulsed an attack on Kiev despite
the presence of sabotage groups and that he will remains no matter what would happen to him, because he became « the most
wanted person by the Russian army »…/
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